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Abstract 
Analysis  of  performances  of  local  stock  exchanges  in  the  latest  years  points  out  the 
necessity  of  increasing  the  visibility  of  the  local  capital  market  in  the  regional  and 
European landscape. A single stock market may have the effect of increased credibility, 
giving thus an impulse to the number of new listings and of new investors. 
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Introduction 
An increase of the degree of integration of financial markets, a tendency of 
high  interest  nowadays,  represents  the  expression  of  an  intensification  of  the 
globalisation process. At European level, and not only, one can identify impact 
factors that have intensified to a great extent the globalisation process at capital 
markets level. 
Consolidation of exchange operators at European level 
As far as regulations governing the area of financial services in Europe are 
concerned,  Brussels  represents  the  basic  element  of  reference,  as  it  writes  the 
guidelines and regulations, taking into consideration international practices as well, 
a phenomenon that has gradually led to a de regulation of European markets, to 
foreign  intermediaries  getting  statutory  membership  and  to  remote  on line 
accessing electronic transaction systems. That was the stage when Europe became 
the  site  of  multi jurisdictional  financial  markets  that  made  possible  effective 
integration of different and distinct markets. 
The  phenomenon  of  consolidation  of  exchange  operators  was  in  fact 
generalised  in  all  parts  of  the  world.  The  Euronext  market  is  maybe  the  most 
suggestive  example.  It  was  created  in  the  year  2000,  after  the  merging  of  the 
Amsterdam Stock Exchange, the Paris Bourse and the Brussels Stock Exchange. 
The  event  is  followed  in  2001  by  Euronext  taking  over  the  shares  of  London 
International Financial Futures and of Options Exchange (LIFE). The process of 
consolidation continues in 2002 by merging the new entity with Bolsa de Valores 
de  Lisboa  e  Porto  (BVLP).    The  year  2006  brings  a  new  important  event  by 
merging Euronext with New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). One can continue to 
exemplify  with  the  new  integrated  exchange  OMX  that  regroups  the  stock  
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exchanges in Northern and the Baltic countries: Stockolm, Copenhagen, Helsinki, 
Riga, Vilnius and Tallin.  
As far  as  the merging  of  Euronext  and the New York  Stock  Exchange 
(NYSE), I must specify the fact that the process was a lengthy one, (more that two 
years of negotiations and intense discussions). This merging, due to the amplitude 
of its international stake,  was of special interest for the participants in the financial 
markets, being a landmark for creating the largest and most robust financial and 
derivates  market  at  world wide  level.  During  the  process  of  merging,  NYSE 
Euronext  launched  an  offer  (closed  in  March,  21,  2007),  for  all  the  Euronext 
shares, shortly after the American Commission of Movable Values (S.E.C.) had 
allowed (February 2007) the merging, estimated at a sum of 14 billion dollars. The 
new  entity  was  to  be  under  multiple  jurisdictions,  the  need  of  international 
supervision and co ordination becoming increasingly higher. 
Starting  from  the  latter  idea,  regarding  international  co ordination,  
unification  and  increased  quality  of  regulations,  a  necessity  for  increased 
transparence  (that  goes  up  to  achieving  the  objective  of  standardizing  at 
international level book keeping information reported by issuers), I consider that 
merging, as a stage in the consolidation of markets, is a condition  for commercial 
success of financial markets.  
Consolidation of exchange operators in Romania 
 Given  the  complexity  and  the  duration  of  processes  of  unification  of 
capital markets around the world, the present  day  situation  of  the  local  capital 
markets,  in  which  the  merger  of  the  two  market  operators  sluggish  years 
(Bucharest  Stock  Exchange  and  the  Sibiu  Monetary Financial  and  Stock 
Exchange) , not surprising.  
Analysis of the performances of the two stock exchanges in recent years   
points to the necessity of increasing the visibility of the local capital market in the 
regional and European landscape.  
When  the  authorities  of  the  capital  market  in  Romania  assess  the 
development potential of the two stock  exchanges, it becomes evident that this 
potential would be turned to as good account as possible only in the situation of a 
single, unified stock exchange, benefiting from the synergic effect of the winning 
cards  presented  by  each  operator  on  the  market  separately.  The  merging  could 
determine an increase of operational benefits and a diminution of operating costs. 
Together with the synergy of strong points, advantages will soon appear for 
issuers and investors as well, from the point of view of cutting down associated 
costs.  
On the other hand, a single stock market could increase credibility, this 
having  effects  in  giving  an  impulse  to the  number  of  new  listings  and of new 
investors. 
In fact, each operator in its turn, during its stages of development, found 
itself  at  least  once  in  a  situation  in  which  it  thought  of  strategic  partnership 
associations with stock exchanges on the developed European markets (the stock 
exchanges in Vienna, Frankfurt, and Warshaw).   
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It would not be possible any longer in the years to come to make an excuse 
of the effect of the financial crisis on diminutions or lack of liquidities on the two 
markets. The shock of the crisis has already been absorbed, and the premises of re 
launching the activity of the two stock exchanges will depend in the following 
years  on  a  powerful  strategy  of  a  single  stock  exchange,  totally  regulated  and 
transparent, well  anchored in the European system.  
At the present stage, when the operators have been admitted as full right 
members of European institutions of their profile, when they take active part in 
work groups organized for debates of top interest concerning improving the quality 
of financial services and the necessity of substantiating the best suited mechanisms 
of  preventing  or  minimizing  financial  risks,  this  merging  should  be  the  first 
objective of a new beginning.  
Conclusions 
Successful  completion of the merging, together  with a policy of  steady 
marketing for promoting investment instruments among the investing and  efficient 
involvement of the government in listing at the stock exchange packets of stock 
shares  of  big  operators  of  utilities,  are  essential  contitions  in  the  process  of 
mobilisation of resources  necessary for attaining  a  regional leader status in  the 
financial domain.   
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